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Abstract

The ever increasing number of Internet connected end-hosts call for high performance end-to-end

networks leading to an increase in the energy consumed by the networks. Our work deals with

the energy consumption issue in dedicated network with bandwidth provisioning and in-advance

reservations of network equipments and bandwidth for Bulk Data transfers.

First, we propose an end-to-end energy cost model of such networks which describes the energy

consumed by a transfer for all the crossed equipments. This model is then used to develop a complete

energy-efficient framework adapted to Bulk Data Transfers over dedicated networks. This framework

enables switching off unused network portions during certain periods of time to save energy. This

framework is also endowed with prediction algorithms to avoid useless switching off and with adaptive

scheduling management to optimize the energy used by the transfers. Through network simulations,

we show that, under given load and topology, the proposed framework can achieve 35% energy

savings compared to a current approach with no energy management system.

1 Introduction

The ever increasing number of network-connected end-hosts calls for high performance end-to-end net-

works. The traffic generated by emerging applications, such as e-Science collaborative applications [41],

is particularly on the rise. These applications require transferring Tbytes of data on a near daily basis,

and before strict deadlines. These transfers are designated as Bulk Data Transfers.

From science to engineering and business domains, large-scale applications generate huge amounts

of data which must be distributed over distant sites. More and more high-speed dedicated links are set

up to support this huge traffic and all the related remote management tasks. Research networks can be
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examples of such types of dedicated networks using bandwidth reservation [49], like UltraScience Net1,

OSCARS (On-demand Secure Circuits and Advance Reservation System)2 and DRAGON (Dynamic

Resource Allocation via GMPLS Optical Networks)3.

The growth of network users and applications leads to an increase in the topology complexity, an

increase in the number of core equipments to ensure performance and reliability, and consequently, an

increase in the energy consumed by the networks [4]. To guarantee great reactivity and availability, these

dedicated networks are always fully powered on and running at full capacity even if there is no traffic.

As far as we know, no work has been carried out to save energy in these dedicated networks. In this

article, we show that, by taking advantage of the fully controlled nature of these networks, great energy

savings are feasible without impacting the quality of service they deliver.

To this end, the first step is to understand how the energy is used by the equipments on which these

dedicated networks rely. The energy consumption of each equipment is included in a global energy cost

model that we design and which takes into account the network topology and the traffic passing through

the modeled network. This model is the first one to be as general and not dedicated to a specific system

(equipment or network). We have then used this energy cost model to develop a new energy-efficient

framework adapted to Bulk Data Transfers for dedicated networks. This framework enables switching off

unused network portions during certain periods of time to save energy. This framework is also endowed

with prediction algorithms to avoid useless switching off and with adaptive scheduling management to

optimize the energy used by the transfers.

Therefore, our contributions include: i) an end-to-end energy cost model called ECOFEN (Energy

Consumption mOdel For End-to-end Networks) that considers the topology and the traffic to estimate

the energy consumed by a given network with energy-efficient components; ii) a network model which

is adapted to Advance Bandwidth Reservations (ABR) for Bulk Data Transfer (BDT); and iii) a new

complete and energy-efficient BDT framework including scheduling algorithms which provide an adaptive

and predictive management of the ABRs. To our knowledge, we are the first to propose this kind of

BDT framework with ABRs including the energy factor.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related works in both Bulk Data Transfer

and green networking domains. Section 3 describes the used models: the end-to-end energy model and

the underlying network model we have designed, and states the problem formulation. The management

algorithms of our new BDT framework are detailed in Section 4. An evaluation of our scheduling

algorithm is presented in Section 5. Section 6 gives the conclusion and opens on future works.

1UltraScience Net: http://www.csm.ornl.gov/ultranet/
2OSCARS: http://www.es.net/oscars
3DRAGON: http://dragon.maxgigapop.net
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2 Related Works

2.1 Bulk Data Transfer and Bandwidth Provisioning

Typical Bulk Data Transfer applications include peer-to-peer protocols [58, 33] and Content Delivery

Network facilities [16] with media servers that require timely transfers of large amounts of data among

these different servers [54]. They can even be used on the Internet with water-filling techniques [40]

which are compared in terms of performance and cost to the courier service FedEx.

2.1.1 Bandwidth allocation and routing algorithms

To provision bandwidth for BDT, the two main problems are to allocate bandwidth in time and in space.

These two issues are solved respectively by bandwidth scheduling and path computation algorithms. Two

basic provisioning modes are commonly distinguished [53, 38, 28]: 1) on-demand mode: a connection

request is made when needed, and it is then accepted or denied depending on the current bandwidth

availability, arriving requests are queued until their allocation; 2) in-advance mode: a connection request

is granted for future time-slots based on bandwidth allocation schedules, arriving requests are scheduled

in the future as soon as they arrive (system of agendas).

Two approaches can also be taken to provision bandwidth over the network [48]: the centralized and

the distributed approach. Yet, the centralized approach has scalability issues [68], while the distributed

approach has request processing time issues. The network management system is often called bandwidth

broker [13, 68], and is in charge of the reservation requests admission control.

Many problems related to bandwidth allocation and path computation are NP-complete. In [43], Lin

et al. describes two basic scheduling problems: fixed path with variable bandwidth and variable path with

variable bandwidth with a view to minimize the transfer end time of a given data size. They prove that

these both problems are NP-complete and they propose greedy heuristic algorithms to solve them. In [42],

they consider two other problems dealing with multiple data transfers. The bandwidth allocation and

path computation algorithms are mainly inspired from Dijkstra and Bellman-Ford algorithms [53, 42, 38].

2.1.2 Network protocols

Usual network protocols are not adapted to dedicated networks since they are designed to work in a

best-effort mode with congestion, failures and resource competition. Dedicated networks have different

characteristics: high-speed, reliability and high-delay-bandwidth product among others. Since a long

time, it is well-known that TCP is inefficient in this kind of environment [37]. New protocols using

UDP for data transfer and TCP for control like reliable blast UDP [32] or SABUL [25] have been

developed. Other emerging solutions include a better adaptivity to maximize the data rate according

to the receiver’s capacity and to maximize the goodput by minimizing synchronous, latency-bound
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communication (Adaptive UDP [22], FRTP: Fixed Rate Transport Protocol [69]). These protocols are

implemented on top of UDP as application-level processes.

Furthermore, specific reservation protocols have been developed since a long time like RSVP (ReSer-

Vation Protocol) [67] where resources are reserved across a network for integrated services in QoS-oriented

networks. RSVP also allows protocols to be designed on top of it to complete its functionality [54].

2.1.3 Advance reservation algorithms

On-demand mode can be seen as a special case of in-advance mode [38]. Thus, focusing on advance

reservations do not restrict our scope. The idea of making advance reservations of network resources

is not recent [50]. The main issue is the unpredictability of the routing behavior. However, with

the emergence of the MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switching) [52] standard with traffic engineering and

explicit routing features, it becomes possible to disconnect the reservation management from the network

layer, thus leading to an easier inter-operability for the ABR management systems.

For advance reservation, different BDT scheduling techniques can be used: online scheduling where

requests are processing as soon as they arrive or periodic batch scheduling where they are scheduled with

certain periodicity [41]. Different time models can also be used: continuous time models [38, 41] and

discrete models [13, 49] with fixed time slots (slices) during which the resource allocations are similar.

Several other issues related to ABRs have been explored: fault tolerance [14], rerouting strategies [15],

load-balancing strategies [65], time-shift reservations [48], etc.

For the moment, none of the proposed solutions takes into account network energy consumption as

a major issue which should influence the design of each algorithm related to the network management,

from scheduling to routing.

2.2 Green wired networking

In [29], Gupta & Singh have shown that transmitting data through wired networks takes more energy

(in bits per Joule) than transmitting data through wireless networks. Energy is indeed one of the main

concern of wireless networks while, for now, it is not the case for wired networks since they are not

battery constrained. However, the energy issue is becoming more and more present in wired networks

because of the need to maintain network connectivity at all times [21]. The ever increasing demand

in energy can yet be greatly reduced. Studies have indeed shown since few years that network links,

and especially edge links, are lightly utilized [21, 47]. This fact has lead researchers to propose several

approaches to take advantage from the link under-utilization in order to save energy.

We have classified these approaches in several categories: the optimization approach that is based

on improvements of the hardware components, such as routers and Network Interface Controllers (NICs)

for example; the shutdown approach that takes advantage of the idle periods to switch off the network
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components, such as switches and router’s ports for example; the slowdown approach that puts in low

power modes the network components during under-utilization periods; and the coordination approach

that advocates a network-wide power management and global solutions including energy efficient routing

for example.

2.2.1 Energy consumption

Before being able to save energy with new technologies and mechanisms, researchers and network de-

signers need to know how energy is consumed in network equipments. This preliminary analysis is the

key to understand how energy can be saved and to design energy models of network equipments that

will be used to validate new hardware components and new algorithms.

Several models have been proposed for the different network components [63, 3, 34] and for the

whole Internet [5, 4]. Based on real energy measurements, they allow researchers to validate their new

frameworks and algorithms.

2.2.2 The optimization approach: hardware improvements

The first way to reduce the energy consumption of a component is to increase its energy efficiency. That’s

why network equipment manufacturers are proposing more and more green routers and switches [3] for

example. D-Link4, Cisco5, Netgear6 are among the manufacturers proposing new green functionnalities

in there products such as the power transmission adaptation to the link length, the power adaptation

to the load, power off buttons, more energy efficient power supply, etc. These new products come with

green initiatives (GreenTouch7, GreenStar Network8, ECR initiative9, etc.) and study groups (such as

the IEEE 802.3 Energy Efficient Ethernet Study Group10) which aim to standardize and to enforce new

regulations in terms of energy consumption for network equipments.

2.2.3 The shutdown approach: sleeping

Network links, and especially edge links, are lightly utilized [21, 47]. So, researchers have proposed to

switch off (sleeping mode) the network equipments when they are not used [29, 20]. This technique

raises several problems: connectivity loss, long re-synchronization time, and to be always switching on

and off can be more energy consuming than doing nothing. New mechanisms have been designed to

settle these issues: proxying techniques to keep the connectivity alive [46], and new mechanisms to

quickly re-synchronized both ends of a link [30] for example.

4http://dlinkgreen.com/energyefficiency.asp
5http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/ps10195/index.html
6http://www.netgear.com/NETGEARGreen/GreenProducts/GreenRoutersGateways.aspx
7http://www.greentouch.org/
8http://www.greenstarnetwork.com/
9http://www.ecrinitiative.org/

10http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/802/3/eee study/index.html
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The shutdown approach takes advantage of idle periods in network traffic. Energy savings can also

be made during low-demand period with the slowdown approach.

2.2.4 The slowdown approach: rate adaptation

The authors of [26] have shown that there is a negligible difference in power consumption whether an

Ethernet link is idle or fully utilized. This is mainly due to the fact that when there is not data to

transmit on the link, idle bit patterns are still continuously transmitted in order to keep both NICs

synchronized. However, Gigabit Ethernet specifications include backward compatibility with previous

specifications, and thus, are also designed to operate at 10Mb/s, 100Mb/s and 1Gb/s. Moreover, when

NICs and switches operate at lower data rates, they consume less energy [26]. This observation has

lead several research teams to propose methods to dynamically adjust link data rates to the load [55, 9]

based on the same principle as Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS) techniques for CPUs. This

technique can only be used with mechanisms to quickly switch the data rate of an Ethernet link [11].

2.2.5 The coordination approach: network-wide management and global solutions

The optimization, shutdown and slowdown approaches are focused on specific network components.

However, energy efficiency improvements have also to be made at wider scales. For example, routing

algorithms [17, 51] and network protocols [36, 10] can be improved to save energy.

Coordinated power management schemes benefit from previously cited techniques, such has on/off

and adapting rate techniques, and take decisions at a wider scale. Thus, they should make greater energy

savings. For example, in low-demand scenarios with network redundancy, entire network paths can be

switched off, and the traffic is routed on other paths [57, 56].

3 Models

3.1 End-to-End Energy Cost Model: ECOFEN

A deep understanding of where the electricity is wasted is required to develop energy-aware frameworks

capable of taking the right decisions to optimize the energy consumption without impacting the system’s

performance. Networks consist of several facilities: routers, switches, bridges, repeaters, hubs, firewalls,

wired links, coaxial cables, optical fibers, twisted pair wires, antennas, wireless transmitters, network

interface cards, access points, etc. Each of these equipments have its own energy consumption scheme

with different parameters influencing this consumption: type of equipment, traffic, load, number of

connected equipments, number of switched on interfaces (ports), used protocols (that can add some

processing time if high level operations are required such as flow identification, packet inspecting, etc.),

energy saving modes that are used on the equipment, etc.
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As seen in Section 2, several energy models have been designed to express the electric consumption of

particular equipments (routers [63], switches [3, 34], etc.) or particular networks (backbone networks [19],

optical networks [62], etc.). They are dedicated to specific systems (equipment or network). The model

presented here is an end-to-end model which gives the consumption of communications including the

energy consumption of each crossed equipment, and it takes care of other communications sharing these

same equipments. This model is general enough to take into account any equipment and network

configuration.

The energy consumption E of an equipment depends on the power consumption P of the equipment

which varies over time t. For a given time period with a length equals to T , the energy is given by:

E(T ) =

∫ T

0

P (t) dt (1)

We only consider as consuming equipments the facilities that are plugged and that consume electricity.

That is to say that the links are not considered as consuming equipments. However, their “cost” is

reflected in the equipments they link. Indeed, if a router, for example, embeds some energy saving

features, the power used for the transmissions is related to the length of its output wired link. It requires

more power with long links. A similar approach has been developed since a long time for wireless

networks [35]: the transmitting power is adjusted according to the distance between the sender and its

receiver to save energy [61]. Currently, by default, this energy saving feature is not applied in the routers:

they use full power transmissions on all of their ports.

For an equipment (router, repeater, Ethernet card), the energy consumed by a transfer is given by:

E = Eboot + Ework + Ehalt (2)

where Eboot and Ehalt can be equal to zero if we do not need to boot and to halt the equipment (due to

transfer aggregation for example or if it stays always powered on). Network equipment manufacturers

and designers are well placed to influence the energy consumed by the booting and halting periods: they

can work on the hardware components to shorten the booting and halting durations. However, protocol

designers have also a role to play in the quest for energy efficiency. Indeed, protocol re-synchronization

between linked nodes needs to be reduced to make the on/off technique usable [2, 55]. The optimization

of Eboot and Ehalt is out of the scope of this paper.

Each equipment has a fixed energy cost (Eidle) which corresponds to the energy consumed when it

does nothing (no transfer), and a variable cost which depends on the traffic. Considering the literature,

we found that the energy Ework consumed during the transfer includes these two costs and depends on:

• BD the bandwidth used by the transfer [2, 55],
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• L the length in time of the transfer,

• the cross traffic on this equipment: we do not want to count several times the consumption of a

router for example if several transfers are using it at the same time (we want to divide it by the

number of transfer for the fixed costs),

• the type of equipment (router, NIC, ...) [3, 34].

The fixed part consists only of the latter parameter, the three other ones are variable and are linked to

time. These interactions between network usage and energy consumption are the subject of several power

cost models. Classical models include models with link rate switching which have a strong dependence

to the link rate and a slight dependence to transmission rate as shown in Figure 1 by the line labeled

Adaptive Link Rate. This graph does not show the energy and the time required to switch from one link

rate to another one.
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Figure 1: Models of power cost as a function of bandwidth

Figure 1 theoretically represents the power consumption of a port for example, during a transfer.

The line labeled Adaptive Link Rate shows how the port power consumption is influenced by the actual

transmission rate. With ALR techniques, only several link rates are possible. For example, for a 10 Gb/s

port, the possible link rates are : 10 Mb/s, 100 Mb/s, 1 Gb/s and 10 Gb/s. These possible link rates are

represented by the BDi on Figure 1. Yet, each transmission rate is possible for a port: transmission rate

is not a discrete function. Thus, for example, when the port is transmitting at 20 Mb/s, it consumes

the energy needed to adapt (with ALR) the link rate to 100 Mb/s (because 10 Mb/s < 20 Mb/s < 100

Mb/s), plus some energy due to the actual traffic (with a linear dependence) as represented on Figure 1.

In the following, our model considers that the power function Pwork is a piecewise affine function for

the ports as presented on Figure 1 by the line labeled Adaptive Link Rate. This power function presents

a strong dependence to the equipment state (i.e. transmission rate in the case of a port) and a small
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dependence to the traffic. Another classical but less realistic model is the proportional power cost model.

This model is not realistic for current network equipments. However, some studies affirms that efforts

should be made to reach this model [6] in order to obtain a more fair model.

We have called the energy cost model presented here ECOFEN (Energy Consumption mOdel For

End-to-end Networks). It gives the energy consumption of a given network (topology, type of equipments,

routing protocol) for a given traffic (bandwidth utilization). It is a generic model that can be used for

any kind of network and traffic.

ECOFEN assumes that the power function of each equipment (Pwork) is known. With this infor-

mation, the above overall energy consumption for a given data transfer is computable. This requires a

preliminary calibration campaign with wattmeters for each type of equipment in order to plot the power

profiles (power functions depending on the usage like in the examples of Figure 1) of the utilized network

equipments. In the future, such basic values should be included in the manufacturer specifications for

each network equipment.

3.2 Network Model

In dedicated networks, the coordination among the network elements induced by the reservation process

can be used to achieve common energy and performance-driven goals, rather than selfish per-user goals.

The targeted applications [13] include large-scale distributed applications, data intensive peer-to-peer

computing, cloud computing with virtual machine and data migrations, processing of large-scale data

like the CERN-LHC experiments for example, media streaming services [33], etc. Advance reservations

are especially really useful for applications that require strong network quality-of-service (QoS) as it is

the case in Content Delivery Networks (CDN) [16] for example. The respect of the QoS requirements

implies a tight coordination among the network elements.

In a first step, we will assume that we have a dedicated network where we can control and implement

management features in each router and network equipment. Interoperability issues will be discussed

later.

3.2.1 Reservation model

First, some basic notions should be defined.

Reservation: the user (end host) submits a data transfer reservation which corresponds to a data

volume (10 GB for example) and a deadline (in two hours for example). These basic information re-

quirements are the only ones required for simple data transfer requests. These transfers are malleable,

they are flexible enough to use any transmission rate, to have variable transmission rates over the time,

or to be split in several parts.

Additional features can be specified such as maximal and minimal bandwidths (for video streaming
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for example or if the receiver is limited by its storage capacities), transfer profiles (step functions that

express variable bandwidth requirement over time). These transfers are called rigid in contrast with

malleable transfers.

Agenda: each network equipment (router, switch, bridges, repeaters, hubs, transmitters) has two

agendas per port (per outgoing link) for the both ways (in and out). An agenda stores all the future reser-

vations concerning its one-way link. This information is sometimes called the book-ahead interval [13].

Figure 2 presents an example of such an agenda.

Figure 2: Simplified agenda

Furthermore, each network equipment has also an agenda stating the on and off periods and the

switching stages between on and off. This global agenda is in fact the combination of all the per-

port agendas of the equipment: when no port is used for a certain amount of time (not to small), the

network equipment can be switched off. Usage prediction algorithms are used to avoid to switch off if

the equipment is going to be useful in a near future. These prediction algorithms will be described later.

This model uses a continuous time model and not a discrete model with fixed time slots during which

the resource allocations are similar [13, 49]. Indeed, as explained in [38], the storage of agendas is more

flexible and less space using with the continuous time model. Thus, to store the per-port agendas, we

use the time-bandwidth list structure used in several previous works [53, 44, 42]. Each port maintains

its reservation status using a time-bandwidth list (TB list) which is formed by (t[i], b[i]) tuples, where

t[i] is a time and b[i] is a bandwidth. These tuples are sorted in increasing order of t[i]. Thus b[i] denotes

the available bandwidth of the concerned port during the time period [t[i], t[i + 1]]. If (t[i], b[i]) is the

last tuple, then it means that a bandwidth of b[i] is available from t[i] to ∞. Each t[i] is called an event

in the agenda.

Figure 3: Reservation process

Figure 3 presents a typical sequence of events for the reservation process:
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1. a user submits a reservation request (specifying at least the data volume and the required deadline)

to the network management system (which will be detailed later);

2. the advance reservation environment launches the negotiation phase including admission control,

reservation scheduling and optimization policies;

3. the notification is sent to the user whether its request is accepted or not and when it is scheduled;

4. the reservation starts at the scheduled start time and ends at the scheduled end which occurs before

the user-submitted deadline.

The network equipments crossed during a transfer from node A to node B are called the path to go

from A to B (set of vertices). During the reservation, the whole path taken by the transferred data is

reserved, each crossed network equipment is reserved for this transfer, but not necessarily fully reserved

(some bandwidth might still be available on some links of the path). This mechanism guarantees a high

level of QoS and gives the insurance that the deadline is well respected. This mechanism assumes that

the network elements are, at least roughly, synchronized.

3.2.2 Protocol Model

BDT with advance bandwidth reservations require a transport protocol adapted to their specific network

characteristics: with high bandwidth, often low latency, and free from congestion (not overloaded).

In that case, TCP is not appropriate and efficient enough in particular because of its slow start and

congestion window mechanisms. The used protocol should be: reliable, rapid (few overhead due to the

protocol), which can work with a fix bandwidth (allocate a fix bandwidth in an Ethernet card), few

ACKs to increase efficiency (not a problem in dedicated networks). Protocols which are more aggressive

than TCP such as XCP (eXplicit Control Protocol) for example can be used [39] as well as protocols

using UDP for data transfer and TCP for control as seen in Section 2.

We assume that the routing protocol used is symmetric: the path used from a node A to a node B

and the reversed path from the node B back to the node A are symmetric. This can be done by using

the explicit routing functionality of MPLS [52] for example.

3.2.3 Router Model

For the sake of clarity, each network equipment, apart from the end-host Ethernet cards and from the

links, is called a router. Firewalls, transmitters, switches, etc. are considered as particular routers

with different functionality. This language simplification has no impact on the generality of the model.

It is just to make the explanations clearer. So, the global network is formed by three categories of

components: routers, links and end-hosts. Each category of component has its own energy consumption
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function depending on its own parameters as stated in Section 3.1. Each router stores also its energy

cost function depending on its own characteristics and on its utilization (so on its agendas).

As stated earlier, each router needs to store an agenda for each of its ports. So, the routers require

extended memory and computing capacities to maintain these agenda up-to-date. The reservations are

thus stored in a decentralized manner in each concerned router. Routers should also have the capacity

to use energy-efficient techniques such as ALR (Adaptive Link Rate) [9] to adapt the transmission rate

to the usage and thus, to decrease the energy consumption when not working at full capacity.

3.3 Problem Formulation

Up to now, we have proposed: 1) an end-to-end energy cost model for general networks and 2) a network

model for bulk data transfers with advance bandwidth reservations. The general architecture of our

network model as viewed by the end user is presented on Figure 4.

Figure 4: General architecture as seen from the end users

The scenario, we are considering here is the following: a large number of files have to be transferred

from multiple senders to multiple receivers. Each transmission corresponds to a single file and a single pair

of nodes (sender-receiver) which are called end users. Each end user is directly connected to a gateway

(also called bandwidth broker in such networks [68, 13] when there is a centralized management). End

users submit reservation requests to gateways in order to reserve bandwidth for a given time to transfer

a file to their receivers. Only the BDT service provider knows the network, its topology and its state

(traffic, energy consumption, on or off state).

In such a context, the objective is to find a good trade-off between performance (number of granted

reservations) and energy consumption of the considered network.

4 In-Advance Reservation for Bulk Data Transfers

To achieve energy-efficiency, our network management infrastructure combines several techniques:
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• unused network components are put in sleep mode;

• energy optimization of the reservation scheduling by reservation aggregation;

• minimization of the control messages required by the infrastructure;

• usage of DTN (Disruptive Tolerant Network) to manage the infrastructure;

• network usage prediction to avoid too frequent on/off cycles.

The following section will describe the usage of these techniques and how they are combined to form

the global energy-efficient network management solution that we propose. In this section, we assume

that the routing protocol gives only one path between each pair of network nodes (the routing is unique

and symmetric).

4.1 Energy Optimization through Reservation Scheduling and Aggregation

Assuming that the complete energy cost functions are available for all the network nodes, the key problem

is to use this information in order to schedule the bulk data transfers in an energy-efficient way.

On the basic scenario of Figure 6, the node A wants to send data to the node B. He submits a

reservation with at least, a certain data volume V to be transferred and a deadline d. The reservation

request is sent to a gateway (or bandwidth broker) as explained on Figure 4.

The goal of the scheduling algorithm is to aggregate as many reservations as possible together to

reduce the number of switching on and off, and thus save energy. To take an energy-efficient placement

decision, the scheduler should know the agenda of all the network equipments of the path (routers and

ports) between A and B. The following subsections explain how this collect is done. Here, we are going

to detail the scheduling algorithm. After the agenda’s collect and merge, the availability agenda of

the path is obtained. It contains all the residual bandwidths of the path. It is stored as a normal agenda

with a time-bandwidth list.

Then, the reservation is scheduled at the less energy consuming place. A place is a time period during

which the reservation can be put without collapsing with others and without passing the deadline. A

continuous time model is used, but all the seconds are not tested as possible reservation start times.

Indeed, to be more energy-efficient, the reservation should be aggregated with other ones if possible.

Thus, each event is tested to be a reservation start time or end time.

The energy consumption of each possible place is computed using ECOFEN; that is to say, using the

energy cost function of each network component of the path (routers, Ethernet cards, ports, etc.) as

explained in Section 3.1. The energy consumption computation also includes the cost of new switching

on and off of network resources (ports, routers, etc.) if these resources are required and were off. If
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putting the reservation at that place just delays the switching off or moves the switching on forward,

this is not taken into account. Algorithm 1 describes this scheduling process.

Algorithm 1 Scheduling algorithm

If the availability agenda of the path is empty Then

Put the reservation in the middle of the remaining period before the deadline, if possible. Otherwise, put it
now (+ǫ for the request processing time).

Else

If there is no event before the deadline Then

Put the reservation in the middle of the remaining period before the deadline if possible. Otherwise, put
it as soon as possible.

Else

ForEach event in the availability agenda of the path and while it occurs before deadline Do

Try to place the reservation after and before the event.
Memorize the possible places (no collision with other reservations and end before deadline).

If there is no possible place Then

If the reservation can be put before the deadline Then

Put the reservation now (+ǫ for the request processing time).
Else

If some events were not possible because of the deadline constraint Then

If the reservation can be put now (some bandwidth is available) without respecting the deadline
Then

Propose this solution to the user.
Else

ForEach of these remaining events while no solution has been found Do

Try to place the reservation after the event without respecting the deadline.
Store the soonest possible place (no collision with other reservations) to propose it to the user.

Else

ForEach possible place Do

Estimate the energy consumption of the transfer using the energy cost functions of each equipment.
If there is one less energy consuming solution Then

Take that place!
Else

Take the soonest place among the less energy consuming ones.

When trying to place a reservation, the algorithm uses as much bandwidth as it can at each time to

minimize the length of the reservation and thus, the energy consumed by this reservation. In the worst

case, this algorithm has a complexity in O(n2) with n the number of events in the availability agenda of

the path.

On a given network equipment, a new reservation can take place at the same time that another one

already scheduled if the network equipment has not reached its full bandwidth: Figure 5 shows an agenda

with such a case. However, two reservations cannot overlap: the sum of their bandwidth can never exceed

the bandwidth capacity of the network equipment. When the agenda is empty, the reservation is placed

on the middle of the of the remaining period before the deadline if possible. Indeed, this solution offers

a good trade-off between the two classical options: put it as soon as possible and risk blocking the next

urgent reservations, or put it just before the deadline and risk blocking long reservations with deadlines

just after the considered reservation.

For example, on Figure 6, no transmission from A to B can have a rate greater than 1 Gb/s as it

is the minimum of the max available bandwidth on the path from A to B. Moreover, if a reservation R

using 9.5 Gb/s of bandwidth has already be done by other end users (not presented on the figure), a
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Figure 5: Agenda example

reservation from A to B can still use 500 Mb/s during the reservation R. In fact, it will use only 490

Mb/s because, a free bandwidth portion is always kept on each link for management messages and

for the ACKs. This portion can be either a fixed amount of bandwidth or a fraction of the link capacity.

Figure 6: Simplified network example

On Algorithm 1, if the reservation is in the case where there is no possible place (first If, after the

Foreach), the algorithm puts it as soon as possible. Indeed, if the reservation can be scheduled before the

deadline without being cut in several parts, then it can be put now (with a small delay due to request

processing time). In fact, as no place has been found next to an already granted reservation, and as the

reservation can be scheduled before the deadline, the biggest free part of the bandwidth starts now.

If the reservation cannot been put before the deadline, the algorithm puts it as soon as possible.

Indeed, in that case, it means that there are some places after events which were not considered because

of the deadline constraint (these events can be before the deadline). The list of these remaining events

is not empty because otherwise, it means that we are in the first case: the availability agenda path is

empty and that case has already been treated. So, as this list of these remaining events is not empty,

the earliest possible start time is now or one of these events because of the meaning of these events:

bandwidth release or occupancy. However, the earliest possible start time is not the first bandwidth

releasing event since a reservation put after can take all the bandwidth.

The reservation uses at any time as much bandwidth as they can without collapsing with other

reservations and exceeding the max available bandwidth l minus the free bandwidth portion. Yet, the

reservations might use different paths (if they have different destinations), so they have different max

available bandwidth, and thus they have different and even varying transmission rates.
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4.2 Request Processing and Agenda Collect: Usage of DTN

When a gateway receives a reservation request, the first operation to execute is admission control. The

validity of the request is checked. Then, each request requires to collect the agendas of all the equipments

(ports and routers) along the network path between the source and the destination. In fact, the agenda

of a link is stored twice: once in each port linked by this link. This mechanism allows the two concerned

routers to have the right energy cost function without having to ask to its neighbors. Indeed, both

sending and receiving data is energy consuming, thus both should be taken into account to compute the

energy consumption.

In order to do this agenda collect, all the agendas of the path will be sent to the gateway of the

receiver. The sender gateway will send a particular management message along the path containing the

required agendas it owns (agenda of the receiving port linked to the sender and agenda of the transmitting

port linked to the next hop on the path). Then, each router of the path will add to this message its own

agenda and the agenda of the transmitting port linked to the next hop. Each router sends this growing

message to the next hop until it reaches the receiver gateway. The receiver gateway adds the agenda of

its transmitting port linked to the receiver and asks the receiver its own agenda (containing on, off and

transition periods between on and off). In the same way, this message also contains all the energy cost

functions of crossed network equipments (for each port and router).

Thus, the receiver gateway ends up with all the required agendas. The availability agenda of the

path is not computed on the fly by each router because the agendas are required to compute the energy

consumptions (the energy cost functions depend on the network equipment usage). However, this process

works only if all the ports and routers are on when the agenda collect is done. Indeed, when they are

not used, the network equipments (individual ports or entire routers) are put into sleep mode. To solve

this issue, DTN (Disruption-Tolerant Networking) [24] technologies are used. Indeed, DTN is perfectly

fitted for this type of scenario where parts of the network are not always available without any guarantee

of end-to-end connectivity at any time.

The idea is to add a kind of TTL (time-to-live) in seconds to each end-user request: when the TTL

expired, if the request has not reached the receiver gateway and is not come back, then all the sleeping

nodes of the path are awaken and the agenda collect is performed. While the TTL is not expired, the

agenda collect message moves forward along the path until meeting a sleeping node. Then, as long as the

TTL is not expired, the message waits in the previous node for the sleeping node to wake up, and when

it wakes up (wake up detection managed by the DTN protocol), the message is sent to it and continues

its way. Thus, hop by hop, the agenda collect message moves towards the receiver gateway.

However, using DTN requires to be able to wake up a node from a neighboring one. Several techniques

can be used to solve this issue :
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1) using techniques inspired from sensor networks: each node is periodically awaken. The problem is to

find a period which satisfies both the energy and the performance issues. This is not an on-demand

waking service;

2) using wireless network cards with satellite connections on each node. This card remains always on (or

is awaken frequently) and can awake the whole node at the receipt of a special packet. This solution

requires an operational wireless network;

3) using a low power dedicated network (like a control network) which is a spanning tree of the considered

dedicated network. Each node of the actual network keeps a special low-power interface powered on

and this interface is able to wake up the whole node and is linked to the control network. This

solution involves that all the nodes are duplicated but not all the links. This solution is similar to

the previous one, but with a wired control network instead of a wireless one.

All of these techniques have an impact on the energy consumption and must be studied over different

scenarios to determine the best one. The TTL is determined by the user. A TTL equal to 0 means that

all the path should be awaken, if it is not already the case, and that the request should be processed as

soon as possible in order to answer quickly.

An option frequently considered in the literature [60, 59, 7, 18] is to always keep a path between

any two nodes and just switch off some links. However, these solutions avoid the problem: all the

nodes remain always on even if idle, and it does not provide a mechanism to wake up a node. For the

papers raising this issue, the main used technique is the periodical wake-up [45, 12, 8]. A wake-on-arrival

technique is described in [29]: routers are wake up automatically when detecting an incoming traffic on

their ports. But, although it is a highly desirable technique to save energy, it is not yet a realistic solution

since interfaces and routers today do not provide this kind of hardware support. In fact, to detect a

traffic on all the ports, it requires to have an always on component on each port. After a wake-up, a

synchronization mechanism is required for the router to be fully working again [64].

4.3 Agenda merge

When all the agendas have been collected by the receiver gateway, they should be merged to make the

path availability agenda on which the scheduling algorithms described in Section 4.1 is applied. This

agenda merge process (Algorithm 2) is described on Figure 7.

Algorithm 2 Agenda merge

Sort in increasing order the list t of all the events from all the agenda.
ForEach event t[i] in this ordered list Do

ForEach agenda Do

Compute the residual bandwidth at t[i].
Take the minimum of the residual bandwidths. It’s b[i].
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Figure 7: The agenda merge process provides a path availability agenda

This algorithm complexity is O(n log n+n×m) where n is the total number of events (length of the

list t) and m is the number of merged agendas. Indeed, the sorting complexity is O(n log n) and then,

there is a for loop of size m in a for loop of size n.

4.4 Reservation granting

The receiver gateway has been chosen to schedule the reservation request because in such a way, only one

end-to-end message round-trip is required to grant a reservation. Indeed, the first end-to-end message

aggregates all the agendas and energy cost functions from the sender to the receiver. Then, the agendas

are merged as explained in the previous subsection, and the reservation is scheduled as explained in the

previous subsection. Next, an end-to-end message is sent from the BDT receiver to the BDT sender

with the reservation scheduling in order to update all the agendas of the path if the reservation can be

granted. The sender gateway is in charge of notifying the sender of the acceptance and scheduling of its

reservation if the request has been accepted. Otherwise, the sender gateway proposes another solution to

the end-user with a less restrictive deadline. If the user accepts this solution, the sender gateway sends

the message to update all the agendas of the path.

Figure 8: Steps to grant a reservation
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To sum up, to grant a reservation, the network management infrastructure works as follows:

• First step: admission control. The gateway checks the request validity.

• Second step: agenda collect. The receiver node’s gateway collects all the agendas of the path.

• Third step: agenda merge. The receiver node’s gateway makes the available agenda of the path.

• Fourth step: reservation scheduling. The reservation is scheduled in an energy-efficient way. If the

transfer is not possible before the deadline, the soonest possible deadline is computed.

• Fifth step: agenda update. This transfer is updated in all the concerned agendas of the path

(propagation).

• Sixth step: notification. The user is informed of the reservation scheduling if the request was

possible or another solution with a different deadline is proposed to the user

These steps are summarized in Figure 8. However, a locking concept is required to ensure that

different reservation requests will not interfere with each other.The sender gateway is also in charge of

controlling that the sender respects the network configuration of its reservation (bandwidth, destination,

duration). It checks that the SLA is well respected by both parts.

4.5 Prediction Models and management of sleeping network equipments

As outlined in [66], rate switching consumes time and energy. As in our framework, each equipment

always knows its utilization, it can precisely anticipate and adjust its transmission rate to fit the demand

without packet losses.The ALR buffer threshold policy described in [27] is useless here. Switching on and

off network equipments consume as well energy and time [31]. Our framework aims to switch off unused

resources to save energy. So, these switching stages should be accurately studied to determine whether

it is more energy efficient to switch off and switch on again or to let the resource idle for a given period

of inactivity.

The simplest distributed on/off algorithm is to switch off as soon as there is nothing to do. Yet, it

might be not the most energy efficient solution. Figure 9 presents the two possible cases for a given

period of inactivity: 1) the upper graph presents the case where the resource is switched off, stays off for

a while and then is switched on again; 2) the lower graph shows the case where the resource stays idle

for the whole time.

The two colored areas represent the energy consumption for the two cases. We define Ts the switching

threshold such as these two consumptions are equal for a given resource. This means that if the period

of inactivity is greater than Ts, the most energy efficient scenario is to switch off the resource and to

switch it on again at the end. Otherwise, it is more energy efficient to let the resource idle.
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Figure 9: Definition of Ts

Thus, for a given network resource, the formal definition of Ts is as follows:

Ts =
EON→OFF + EOFF→ON − POFF (δON→OFF + δOFF→ON )

Pidle − POFF

(3)

where Pidle is the idle consumption of the resource (in Watts), POFF the power consumption when the

resource is off (in Watts), δON→OFF the time to shutdown the resource (in seconds), δOFF→ON the

time to boot the resource, EON→OFF the energy consumed to switch off the resource (in Joules), and

EOFF→ON the energy consumed to switch on the resource (in Joules).

Then, the key idea is that at the end of a transfer between two nodes, if one port is idle for more than

Ts seconds, the port is switched off and if all the ports of a router are switched off, then the router itself

is switched off. In addition, to avoid unnecessary on/off cycles, prediction algorithms are used to predict

the next utilization of a link. So, the process at the end of a reservation is presented in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 At the end of a reservation

ForEach port used by this transfer Do

If there is a reservation in the port’s agenda starting in less than Ts seconds Then

Let the port powered on (at lower transmitting rate).
Else

Predict the next utilization of this port.
If the predicted usage is in less than Ts seconds Then

Let the port powered on (at lower transmitting rate).
Else

Switch off the port (sleeping mode).
If this port was the last powered on port Then

Switch off the router (sleeping mode).

This algorithm is in fact distributed and executed at the end of a transfer by each port independently

of one another. The prediction algorithms rely on recent history (past agenda) of the port. They are
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based on average values of past inactivity period durations and feedbacks which are average values of

differences between past predictions and the past corresponding events in the agenda.

4.6 Adaptivity

We have presented algorithms which work on a static way: once a decision has been taken, it cannot

be changed. Our adaptivity functionality is dynamic and allows reservations to be moved after their

registration in the path agendas while guaranteeing the same QoS and respecting the user deadline.

Indeed, off-line algorithms can lead to optimal solutions in terms of energy conservation because all the

reservation requests are known from the beginning. Yet, it is not the case with on-line algorithms such

as ours.

An example of the working of this adaptivity functionality is presented on Figure 10. The reservation

R4 has just been stored into the two agendas and thus, the reservation R3 can be put just after if it is

more energy efficient than the former solution.

Figure 10: Adaptivity

This step is realized by the receiver’s gateway after sending the request notification to the sender’s

gateway and during the agenda update of all the agendas of the path. Only the reservations between

the same two nodes are considered since the receiver’s gateway has no access to the agendas of another

pair of sender-receiver.

4.7 Discussion

The proposed network management optimizes the energy consumption of the overall architecture at any

time. However, we have not yet studied the energy optimization of transfers themselves. Indeed, we have
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assumed that at any time, the most energy efficient behavior is to use as much bandwidth as possible

(from source to destination). Yet, we have not proved that this algorithm leads to the minimum energy

consumption.

Let us take an example: node A wants to send 200 Mb of data to node B and node A and B are

directly linked by a 1 Gb/s link. Our algorithm will schedule the transfer and set the bandwidth at 1

Gb/s (minus the free bandwidth portion). If we assume that the free bandwidth portion is negligible,

it takes 0.2 seconds to transmit 200 Mb of data at 1 Gb/s. Thus, this transfer will consume Etransfer

with PEthernetCard(NodeA, 1Gb/s) that denotes the power consumed by node A when it transmits data

at 1 Gb/s:

Etransfer = EEthernetCard(NodeA, 1Gb/s, 0.2s) + EEthernetCard(NodeB, 1Gb/s, 0.2s)

= PEthernetCard(NodeA, 1Gb/s) × 0.2 + PEthernetCard(NodeB, 1Gb/s) × 0.2

However, another solution could be to adjust the Ethernet card to work at 100 Mb/s and thus, it does

not use the full capacity and it takes more time. In that case, the transfer consumes:

E′

transfer = EEthernetCard(NodeA, 100Mb/s, 2s) + EEthernetCard(NodeB, 100Mb/s, 2s)

= PEthernetCard(NodeA, 100Mb/s)× 2 + PEthernetCard(NodeB, 100Mb/s)× 2

If we assume that the NICs are identical and have the same power consumption PEthernetCard(100Mb/s)

and PEthernetCard(1Gb/s) depending on the rate. Then the second solution uses less energy to transfer

the data if and only if: PEthernetCard(1Gb/s) > 10 × PEthernetCard(100Mb/s)

If we use the figures provided in [66] for a NIC, we have PEthernetCard(100Mb/s) = 0.4 Watts,

and PEthernetCard(1Gb/s) = 3.6 Watts. In that case, our scenario is the most energy efficient with

a consumption equal to 0.72 Joules (and 0.8 Joules for the second scenario). However, here, we only

considered the energy used to transfer data and not the overall energy of the infrastructure during a

certain period of time. Thus, these two energy consumptions do not represent the same period of time

(0.2 and 2 seconds). To compare them over an identical time period, we should add to Etransfer the cost

of staying off during 1.8 seconds.

We have not taken into account the energy required to switch on the NICs at the beginning and

to switch them off at the end of the transfer since these energy costs are identical in both scenarios.

This discussion shows that our algorithm should be compared with other solutions and that the optimal

solution is hard to find even in scenarios with fixed routing. This situation is the result of the non-

proportionality between energy and usage: cost functions are linear by steps and not just linear.
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5 Evaluation

Compared to a centralized resource management, our approach uses more control messages. But, the size

of dedicated networks is quite limited, and the number of messages depends on the number of hops on

the path of the reservation. Moreover, a free bandwidth portion on each link is kept for these messages.

So, the overhead due to control messages is negligible. In terms of computational cost, for each request,

our approach computes several scheduling possibilities. But, we have limited this number to the number

of events already put into the agendas and going from the submission time to the deadline. So, this

number is quite limited too. Moreover, in the worst case, if the reservation is not possible (agendas too

busy), our approach has a better complexity than an algorithm that would check all the possible dates

(case of the first and last schedulings in Section 5.1). The major advantage compared to a centralized

mechanism is the scalability, and thus the reactivity of the whole infrastructure.

To validate our model, we have designed a new network simulator written in Python. It takes as

inputs a network file description and some network traffic characteristics. It generates the network and

an ABR traffic according to the characteristics given in input. Then, it simulates, with this traffic and

topology, different scheduling algorithms and compares them in terms of both performance and energy

consumption.

5.1 Simulation

The simulator runs 5 different schedulings on the generated traffic and network:

• first : the reservation is scheduled at the earliest possibility;

• first green: the reservation is aggregated with the first possible reservation already accepted (before

deadline), or scheduled at the earliest possibility;

• last : the reservation is scheduled at the latest possibility (before deadline);

• last green: the reservation is aggregated with the latest possible reservation already accepted (before

deadline);

• green: this scheduling is the implementation of our framework: the energy consumption is estimated

for each possible allocation, and the least consuming one is chosen.

Our simulator provides the energy consumption for these five schedulings combined with our on/off

algorithm where resources are switched off when they are not used. The simulator also computes the

energy consumption of the first scheduling without any on/off algorithm and sleeping modes (as it is the

case at present). The generated network traffic consists in requests with:

• submission times which are distributed according to a uniform random law;
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• data volumes which are generated with a Poisson law;

• sources and destinations are chosen randomly (equiprobability);

• times between submission times and deadlines are generated with a Poisson law.

Figure 11 presents the network used for the evaluation of our scheduling algorithm. The source and

destination gateways are nodes n1, n2, n3 and n4. This network represents a research network with

large data-transfers between different research institutions in different locations.

n1 n2

n3n4

n5

n6

n7

n8

n9

n10

100 Mbps

100 Mbps
1 Gbps

1 Gbps 1 Gbps

1 Gbps 1 Gbps1 Gbps

1 Gbps1 Gbps

n2 Gateway

n5 Router

User

Figure 11: Simulated network

5.2 Evaluation results

Table 1 presents the energy consumption in Wh depending on the scheduling for experiments with a

total length of 24 hours and with 1200 requests of average data volume 10 Gb (Poisson law). Each

experiment has been launched twenty times. With these parameters, if all the requests are accepted, the

average occupancy per link is around 30%. For this simulation, we assume that a router consumes 10

Watts when it is in sleeping mode, 150 Watts when it is on, and that it takes 30 seconds to boot (to go

from sleep state to working state). Each interface (port) consumes an additional cost. We assume that

a 1 Gbps port consumes 5 Watts at full capacity, 3 Watts when running at 100 Mbps, and 1 Watt when

idle. Similarly, we assume that a 100 Mbps port consumes 3 Watts when working at full capacity, and

1 Watt when idle.

Scheduling No off First First green Last Last green Green

Average 37,264.8 24,250.2 24,266.6 20,617.7 24,129.4 24,130.6

Standard deviation 74.4 224.7 212.9 170.8 137.9 218.6

Accepted requests 97.2 % 97.2 % 94.5 % 82.8 % 89.8 % 97.2 %

Table 1: Energy consumption in Wh for the different schedulings

These results present also the performance point of view with the number of accepted requests for the

same set of experiments. The last scheduling has the smallest energy consumption, yet its percentage of
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accepted requests is much smaller than for the other schedulings. Moreover, the first green and last green

scheduling results show that it is not the case since they present results which are worst than the first

scheduling in terms of both energy consumption and request acceptance, so they cannot be considered

as good trade-offs between energy consumption and algorithmic complexity.

The green scheduling is the best trade-off between energy and performance with one of the highest

request acceptance percentage and one of the smallest overall energy consumption. Our green scheduling

allows to save 35.25 % of energy compared to the no off version which is used at present in networks.

With these specified network and traffic parameters, 120 Wh can be saved daily for 10 routers with

the green scheduling compared to the first one. Our future work includes mixing multi-path energy-

aware routing strategies with this green scheduling policy to go a step further into energy-consumption

reduction. We also plan to study more complex network architectures.

6 Conclusion and Future Works

Scientists increasingly rely on the network for high-speed data transfers, result dissemination and collab-

orations. Networks are thus becoming the critical component. In 2007, to distribute the entire collection

of Hubble telescope data (about 120 terabytes) to various research institutions, scientists chose to copy

these data on hard disks and to send these hard disks via mail. It was faster than using the network [23].

To solve this issue, dedicated networks are built to transfer large amount of scientific data, like for ex-

ample for the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) which produces 15 million gigabytes of data every year [1].

Bandwidth provisioning has been made feasible for network operators since several years thanks to

protocols such as MultiProtocol Label Switching (MPLS) [52] and Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [67].

However, for end users with no network traffic knowledge, this task is impossible without collaboration

with the other nodes.

On the other hand, as networks become increasingly essential, their electric consumption reaches

unattended peaks [4]. Up to now, the main concern to design network equipments and protocols was

only performance and thus, energy consumption was not taken into account. With the costly growth in

network electricity demand, it is high time to consider energy as a main priority for network design.

To this end, we have proposed: i) an end-to-end energy cost model called ECOFEN (Energy Con-

sumption mOdel For End-to-end Networks) that considers the topology and the traffic to estimate the

energy consumed by a given network with energy-efficient components; ii) a network model which is

adapted to Advance Bandwidth Reservations (ABR) for Bulk Data Transfer (BDT) ; and iii) a new

complete and energy-efficient BDT framework including scheduling algorithms which provide an adap-

tive and predictive management of the ABR.

Through simulations, we show that, under given load and topology, the proposed framework can
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achieve 35% energy savings compared to a current approach with no energy management system.

However, our propositions rely on future networking equipments, which are not yet available, and

which will include low-power modes, small booting times, rate adaptation to the traffic and autonomic

smart management. ¡¡¡¡¡¡¡ JofS2010.tex In terms of development, we are currently enhancing the ECOFEN

simulator in order to support various transport protocols and we are finalizing the large scale design of

the energy-efficient bulk data transfer framework. Our future works will be focusing on the validation

of this framework and its adaptation to other scenario including non-static routing algorithms to take

advantage from multipath routing to consume less energy. ======= Our future works will be focusing

on a complete validation of this framework with other scenarios including non-static routing algorithms

to take advantage from multi-path possibilities.
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